HUMANITARIAN REASSIGNMENTS

PERS-40HH

Being a Sailor comes with a large responsibility to both the Navy and the Navy family. Humanitarian Reassignments (HUMS) are to be considered when no other solution seems viable and can provide a Sailor time away from operational commitments to resolve unexpected hardships to the Sailor and/or their immediate family members. For more information regarding the requirements for HUMS, please visit MILPERSMAN 1300-500.

CONTACT INFO:

PERS-40HH is the responsible office for all Enlisted HUMS requests. In order to expedite requests recommend the command scan the requests to MILL_Pers-40HUMS@navy.mil. Packages can also be mailed to Commander, Navy Personnel Command (Attn: PERS-40HH), 5720 Integrity Drive, Millington, TN 38055-4000. It is not necessary to mail requests if submitted via email.

COMM: (901) 874-3542/3551          FAX: COMM (901) 874-2647/DSN: 882-2647
DSN: 882-3542/3551